
From Incheon International Airport 
 
By Subway (1h30- 3,950 wons) 
You can take the airport railroad (AREX) from Incheon International Airport to Gyeyang. 
Then transfer to Incheon subway line. Stay in the subway about 50 minutes until you get 
to Central Park station. Go to exit number 4 and follow instructions given in our map. 
 
By Bus 
Outside the Arrivals floor of the airport at gate No. 9B, your can take a limousine bus, or 
bus No. 303 to Songdo International City.  The fare for the bus from Incheon 
International Airport to Songdo International City is KRW 6,500. In Incheon, the fare for 
a city bus is fixed at KRW900.  
 
By Taxi 
Taxi Stands are located directly outside gates 5C-8C. The basic fare for a taxi starts at 
KRW 2,400 plus the fare for the travel distance and time. Visitors taking a taxi will also 
be expected to should the highway toll costs. The cost of a taxi trip from the airport 
to EAAFP is approximately KRW 40,000. You can pay a taxi fare with either cash or 
credit card. 
 
From Seoul 
  
A number of options may be explored when traveling to EAAFP from Seoul 
 
By Subway 
From Seoul Station in downtown Seoul, catch the Line # 1 Subway heading south toward 
Incheon.  Stay on the subway for approximately 50 minutes, until you arrive at Bupyeong 
Subway Station.  Transfer to the Incheon Subway Line (Incheon Metro), a take the 
subway heading south toward the International Business District. Stay on the subway for 
approximately 30 minutes, until you arrive at Central Park Station, your final 
destination. Proceed to EXIT # 4 and go to G-Tower where you will find EAAFP (3fl.). 
Cost of traveling by subway is approximately KRW 1,800. 
 
By Bus 
From Gangnam Station EXIT 3, catch Blue Inter-city Bus M6405, which will take you to 
Central Park Station in Songdo, Incheon.  Travel time is approximately 1 hour. Cost is 
KRW 2,400. 
 
By Taxi 
Taxi maybe caught anywhere within Seoul. Though you may negotiate a flat rate with the 
driver, the basic fare for a taxi starts at KRW 2,400 plus the fare for the travel distance 
and time. Visitors taking a taxi will also be expected to shoulder the highway toll fees. 
The cost of a taxi trip from Seoul to EAAFP is approximately KRW 40,000 - 50,000. 
You can pay a taxi fare with either cash or credit card. 


